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Abstract: In the present work, we have designed and synthesized
a new highly durable iron phtalocyanine based nonprecious
oxygen reduction reaction (ORR) catalyst (Fe-SPc) for polymer
electrolyte membrane fuel cells (PEMFCs). The Fe-SPc, with a
novel structure inspired by that of naturally occurring oxygen
activation catalysts, is prepared by a nonpyrolyzing method,
allowing adequate control of the atomic structure and surface
properties of the material. Significantly improved ORR stability
of the Fe-SPc is observed compared with the commercial Fe-Pc
catalysts. The Fe-SPc has similar activity to that of the commercial
Fe-Pc initially, while the Fe-SPc displays 4.6 times higher current
density than that of the commercial Fe-Pc after 10 sweep potential
cycles, and a current density that is 7.4 times higher after 100
cycles. This has been attributed to the incorporation of electron-
donating functional groups, along with a high degree of steric
hindrance maintaining active site isolation. Nonprecious Fe-SPc
is promising as a potential alternative ORR electrocatalyst for
PEMFCs.

Polymer electrolyte membrane (PEM) fuel cells are regarded as
ideal candidates for stationary and mobile power generation due
to their high energy conversion efficiency and low environmental
impacts.1 A key obstacle to widely commercializing PEM fuel cells
is the high cost of component materials, specifically the platinum
based electrocatalysts to mediate reactions at the electrodes.
Improvements in the utilization and activity of platinum (Pt)
catalysts have served to reduce the platinum loading. However,
steadily increasing costs and dwindling supplies of Pt have offset
this progress in reducing the cost of fuel cell systems. Thus, various
types of nonprecious oxygen reduction reaction (ORR) catalyst
materials have been investigated to replace platinum including
nitrides,2 chalcogenides,3,4 nitrogen-doped carbon nanotubes,5

metal-doped conductive polymers,6 and metal-N4 chelates macro-
cycles.7 Significant progress has been made with respect to iron
based catalysts, which is generally considered a leading candidate.8

However, traditional experiments have utilized iron based catalysts
subjected to high temperature pyrolysis during synthesis, making
it extremely difficult to tailor the structure and surface properties.
This has resulted in trial and error based experiments aimed at
optimizing the ORR activity by manipulating synthesis conditions,
with the actual nature of the active sites a subject of debate.
Nonpyrolyzed iron based catalysts on the other hand have attracted
interest because they provide the ability to adequately control the
structure and surface properties of the materials.

Iron phthalocyanine (Fe-Pc, Figure 1A) and iron porphyrine
(Fe-PPY) complexes can endure acidic aqueous conditions. How-
ever, when exposed to harsh PEM fuel cell oxygen reducing
environments, even these relatively stable macrocycle compounds
will degrade due to demetalation. Demetalation can occur either

by degradation of the macrocycle structure,7b,c resulting in the loss
of Fe, or due to the replacement of Fe2+ ions by protons present in
the system.7f Regardless, it has been shown that these phenomena
are a consequence of slow electron transfer properties and close
packing of the macrocycle compounds (Figure 1C, distance between
neighbor Fe-Fe is 4.119 Å).7b,f Naturally occurring oxygen
activation catalysts, which have been utilized in biological processes
for billions of years, provide a fundamental basis for overcoming
these durability issues.9 First, the addition of electron-donating
functional groups (Cu and phenol groups) serves to prevent the
formation and release of detrimental partially reduced oxygen
byproducts and intermediates.10 Second, bulky protein chains are
utilized to provide a large degree of separation between ORR active
sites, preventing site overlap and catalytic deactivation.11

This has formed the basis for the present work in which we have
carefully designed and synthesized a novel Fe-Pc based catalyst
material [Ferrous 2,9,16,23-tetra-(2′,6′-diphenylphenthioether)phtha-
locyanine, Fe-SPc], with a structure inspired by that of naturally
occurring oxygen activation catalysts (Figure 1B, Scheme S1).
Thioether functional groups are attached to phthalocyanine mac-
rocycles to act as supplementary electron-providing sites to prevent
issues arising from slow electron transfer. Furthermore, bulky
diphenyl thiophenol groups are incorporated into the structure
providing a high degree of steric hindrance, maintaining isolation
between catalytically active sites (Figure 1D, distance between
neighbor Fe-Fe is 6.945 Å).

Fourier transfer infrared (FTIR), nuclear magnetic resonance
(NMR), and high resolution electron spray ionization mass spec-
troscopy (ESI-MS) were used to confirm the formation and purity

Figure 1. Atomic structure of (A) Fe-Pc and (B) Fe-SPc and the space
filling stacking model of (C) Fe-Pc (dFe-Fe: 4.119 Å) and (D) Fe-SPc (dFe-Fe:
6.945 Å); side view, same scale.
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of the final products (Figures S1 and S2 in the Supporting
Information (SI)). ESI-MS performed on Fe(II)-SPc mainly shows
two strong peak distributions. One is centered at m/2z ) 804.71
(Figures 2 and S3), which could be assigned to Fe(III)-SPc cation
free radical species A (Figure S3A). The other is centered at m/2z
) 1609.45 which could be assigned to Fe(III) µ-oxo dimers cation
free radicals C (Figure S3C).12 The isotopic distribution of this
envelope of peaks is consistent with iron. It is interesting that most
of Fe(II)-SPc loses two electrons and converts into Fe(III)-SPc
cation free radicals, whereas only a small amount of Fe(II)-SPc
turns into Fe(III)-SPc B (Figure S3B), a result of losing one electron
through ESI-MS characterization. The initial transfer of two
electrons to oxygen molecules is imperative to ORR with respect
to oxygen trapping and activation.13 ESI-MS characterization
indicated that Fe-SPc readily loses two electrons, suggesting that
this compound may favor oxygen trapping in the early stages. This
hypothesis is confirmed as oxygen trapped [Fe(III)-SPc]2-O2 cation
free radicals D (Figure S3D) were detected in the ESI-MS.

This investigation involves the first design and synthesis of
Fe-SPc materials as ORR electrocatalysts; thus it would be of great
importance to isolate the exact site of ORR on these compounds.
We have opted to utilize cyanide (CN-) as an inhibitor molecule,
as CN- is known to be the strongest single ligand. The CN- ions
bind with a high affinity to many oxidized Fe(III) hemeproteins
but possess a minimal affinity to reduced Fe(II) species.14 Assuming
that Fe(II)CN--Pc compounds display similar stability as
Fe(II)CN--heme complexes, the following proposition is made.
We propose that complete blockage of the Fe(II) active sites present
in Fe-Pc complexes by CN- ions was impossible and O2 binding
would be preferential (Reaction 1, Scheme S2). Once the Fe(II)-O2

complex is formed, a single electron transfer from Fe(II) to O2

occurs immediately, forming Fe(III)-O2
•- (Reaction 1 in Scheme

S2). Due to the high affinity of CN- ions to the Fe(III) metal center,
the adsorbed superoxide molecule (O2

•-) will immediately be
replaced by CN- ions (Reaction 3, Scheme S2). The release of the
superoxide molecule will result in the formation of HO2

- species
following the transfer of a single electron (overall two-electron
reduction) from the electrode surface in an alkaline solution
(Reaction 4 Scheme S2). Yeager et al. carried out an investigation
on Fe-TsPc, where a shift from a four-electron to a two-electron
ORR was observed in the presence of 1 mM KCN.15 This shift to
a two-electron ORR in the presence of CN- ions aligns well with
our proposed mechanism to identify the iron center as the active
site for the ORR. In order to verify this proposition with Fe-SPc,
ORR analysis was carried out in the presence of CN- ions (from
KCN). A shift from a four-electron to two-electron ORR was

observed, accompanied by a shift in half wave potential (Figure
S4A). This confirms that the ORR active site of Fe-SPc is the iron
ion center.

The stability of the Fe-SPc catalyst supported on KJ300 (Fe-
SPc/KJ300) was investigated by continuously applying linear
potential sweeps from 0 to 1.2 V vs RHE using a rotating ring
disk electrode (RRDE) setup. The ORR polarization curves obtained
before and after 100 potential sweeps displayed a 14.5% decrease
in current density at a potential of 0.5 V vs RHE (Figure 3A, Table
S1). In contrast, the degradation of Fe-Pc/KJ300 was very rapid
with a 89.1% decrease in current density at 0.5 V vs RHE after
just 100 cycles (Figure 3B, Table S1). The improved stability is
apparent after just 10 cycles from looking at Figure 3. After just
10 cycles, the current density at an electrode potential of 0.5 V vs
RHE is 4.6 times higher for Fe-SPc, compared with Fe-Pc.
Furthermore, after 100 cycles the current density observed is 7.4
times higher. There are two well accepted mechanisms for the
deactivation of Fe-Pc catalysts: either (i) degradation of the Fe-Pc
structure by ORR intermediates7b,c or (ii) demetalation of the
phthalocyanine as previously discussed.7f Fe-SPc on the other hand
does display some cycle dependent activity losses. These can be
attributed to either degradation of the active sites or oxidation of
the carbon support material.16 However, future work must be
directed at elucidating these possibilities.

Insight into the ORR and degradation mechanisms on these iron
based catalysts will be provided, coupled with background informa-
tion obtained from previous studies. Some researchers believe that
the demetalation degradation occurs due to the decrease in diameter
of the iron center from Fe(II) (1.56 Å) to Fe(III) (1.29 Å).7f,17

However, in another experiment, at high potentials (above 0.77 V
vs RHE), it was reported that all iron should be in the form of

Figure 2. ESI-MS distribution of Fe-SPc, showing peaks attributed to (A)
Fe(III)-SPc cation free radical, (B) Fe(III)-SPc, (C) Fe(III)-SPc µ-oxo dimers
cation free radicals, and (D) [Fe(III)-SPc]2-O2 cation free radicals.

Figure 3. Polarization curves for the ORR on (A) Fe-SPc/KJ300 and (B)
Fe-Pc/KJ300 catalysts on an RRDE, displaying initial activity along with
activity observed after 10 and 100 potential sweeps in oxygen saturated
electrolyte. Curves were obtained at a sweep rate of 10 mV/s and an
electrode rotation speed of 400 rpm.
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Fe(III).7d Other reports have indicated the stability of Fe(III)-Pc is
quite good in inert (nitrogen or argon saturated) acidic conditions.7b

To verify this, we have tested the stability of Fe-SPc by continuous
linear potential sweeps in nitrogen saturated 0.1 M HClO4. The
stability of Fe-SPc is excellent, with only a 8.3% decrease in current
density at an electrode potential of 0.5 V vs RHE after 1200
potential cycles (Figure S5). In the presence of oxygen, however,
it has been reported that slow electron transfer coupled with free
protons in solution could speed up the degradation of Fe-Pc
molecules.7b,f These previous observations indicate the importance
of investigating the iron catalyzed ORR mechanistic pathway in
order to further elucidate and understand the behavior of these
nonprecious catalysts in the presence of oxygen. The consensus is
that the iron activated ORR mechanism begins with the Fe(II) site,
because of the low binding energy of Fe(II)-H2O (0.10 eV), which
makes water molecules readily replaceable by dioxygen [Fe(II)-O2

(0.12 eV)].18 As this binding occurs, either two electrons are
transferred from the iron compound or one electron is transferred
from the iron compound and the other from the electrode, resulting
in the formation of Fe(III)OO-.13a Transfer of another electron,
coupled with the addition of a single proton, results in the formation
of an Fe(II)O-OH complex. Mixed reports arose regarding the
subsequent breaking of the protonated ferrous Fe(II)O-OH bond.
One specific report suggested that a second proton could facilitate
the heterolytic scission of Fe(II)O-OH to form transient Fe(IV)-
oxo intermediates and water.13b The highly valent Fe(IV)-oxo
molecules have been well documented as intermediates of heme
or nonheme iron catalysts for ORR.19 The diameter of Fe(IV) is
around 1.17 Å which is significantly smaller than that of Fe(III) in
a high spin state (1.29 Å).17 If the electron transfer is quick from
the electrode to the Fe(IV)-oxo to reduce it to Fe(III), problems
will not arise. However, hindered electron transfer will prolong the
lifetime of Fe(IV)-oxo, increasing the probability of replacing the
Fe(IV) ion by protons from the phthalocyanine macrocycle.
Furthermore, the Fe(IV)-oxo is notorious for its high oxidation
activity toward most organic compounds.20 Thus, it is expected
that it could also catalyze the degradation of neighboring Fe-Pc
molecules and carbon supports. This could answer the question why
Fe-Pc is stable under an inert atmosphere, whereas, in the presence
of oxygen, the demetalation of Fe-Pc is facilitated. On the contrary,
Fe-SPc contains supplementary electron-donating groups to alleviate
the problem of slow electron transfer, temporarily supplying
electrons to reduce the Fe(IV)-oxo compound before any degrada-
tion effects occur. The presence of m/2z ) 804.71 (Figure 2A) in
the ESI-MS spectrum of Fe-SPc indirectly confirms that supple-
mentary electrons are readily donated from the thiol functionalized
macrocycle.

Figure S7 compares the ORR activity for Fe-SPc and com-
mercially available Fe-Pc monomers supported on KJ-300 using
RRDE techniques. The Fe-SPc/KJ300 displays a half wave potential
that is 20 mV lower than that of Fe-Pc/KJ300. In addition, for both
samples, the ring currents show negligible H2O2 generation,
indicating a four-electron reduction of O2 to H2O (more detailed
analyses, including Koutecky-Levich (Figure S8B) and number
of electrons transferred (Figure S8C), are available in the SI).
Furthermore, the tolerance of the cathode catalysts to methanol was
characterized by linear potential sweeps of commercial Pt/C and
Fe-SPc catalysts in 0.1 M HClO4, both with and without methanol.
The results indicate that the methanol oxidation current densities
on the Fe-SPc catalysts are negligible compared to that on the Pt/C
catalyst (Figure S8D). This indicates that these catalysts are more

tolerant to methanol crossover compared with Pt/C and could also
be used as a methanol tolerant cathode catalyst in direct methanol
fuel cells.

This study demonstrates the feasibility of developing novel iron
phthalocyanine ORR catalysts that offer high stability under fuel
cell conditions. Comparing the electrochemical properties of
Fe-SPc catalysts with those of Fe-Pc also serves to elucidate the
mechanisms involved in the iron activated ORR mechanism.
Fe-SPc catalysts are presented as potential nonprecious ORR
catalyst alternatives, with a carefully designed structure inspired
by that of naturally occurring oxygen activation catalysts.
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